




Solid Craftsmanship
Each Chronos watch safe is a unification of custom crafted individuality and consistent precision. With an excess of choices and optional features, each 
safe is a unique result of the specific tastes and standards of its recipient, no two are ever alike. To ensure steadfast reliability, every component of the safe 
is developed through precise laser and machine cutting. From the exacting accuracy of the masterful timelock, to the precision of the machine cut face, the 
build quality of a Chronos is as unmistakable as it is undeniable.  

Supreme Security
Protection is the core function of aProtection is the core function of any safe, and this is precisely where the Chronos dominates. Bristling with the newest means of proven defenses, the 
Chronos watch safe boasts a protection feature set like no other. Including ballistic armor plating, four way solid titanium locking bolts, tungsten carbide 
hard plate, locking bolt anti-drive, active and passive relocking, interlocking anti-pry door, hi-density amalgamate cladding, reinforced anchor bolts, alarm 
system integration, and a GPS alert and tracking system.  

Ultimate Usability
All Chronos All Chronos watch safes boast an unrivaled set of high-end features designed to enhance user convenience. From technologically advanced features like 
the fingerprint entry and automatic watch carousel, to accommodating innovations such as self closing drawers and a frictionless door, the Chronos is as 
convenient as it is impregnable.   

Chronos Luxury Watch Safes
The Sum Of All Watch Safes
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	Left Swing Door: Off
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